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ABSTRACT 

The current research is aimed to trace and find out the ancient coins from Arabic found in the archipelago and their 

relation to literacy related to the history of the Islamization process and the accelerated development of Islamic 

civilization in this region. As a preliminary study, this research was conducted with an exploratory approach 

intended to collect data for the first stage in the historical research method, namely heuristics. Focus Group 

Discussion (FGD), observation, and interviews with various relevant stakeholders were conducted to collect the 

data. The assumption of this study was based on tentative findings of Ery Soedewo and Ichwan Azhari. The ancient 

coins found in Nusantara are Dirham (silver coins) from the Sasanid Empire with the Persian-Majusi symbol from 

the 7th century found in North Sumatra. In this area, dirhams with Arabic-Islamic inscriptions during the Umayyad 

Caliphate in the 7th and 8th centuries are also found. They were still produced during the Abbasid Caliphate to the 

10th century. Some of the coins are stored in the North Sumatra Money Museum, The Museum of Quranic History 

in Medan, and a collector in Palembang, South Sumatra. This Finding correlated with Buya Hamka's notion of 

Islam's advent in the archipelago beginning in the first century of Hegira (seventh century AD). Michael Flecher's 

research on the Belitung Wreck site comes from the eighth century AD, estimated shipped from Arabia. The result 

indicates that The trading activities influenced Islamic spread in Indonesia from Arab to Indonesia. The coins as a 

means of exchange also coined the most fundamental Islamic principle, tauhid. 

Keywords: ancient coins, Arab, Islam, numismatics, heuristics.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Covid-19, which has wreaked havoc throughout 

the world, has piqued the interest of academics to 

investigate the phenomenon. For example, Haryanto 

from the Ministry of National Planning (Bappenas) of 

the Republic of Indonesia approached the issue from a 

monetary viewpoint. As a result, Indonesia's pandemic 

cases climbed by one percent between March 2 and 

April 2020, according to his research based on daily 

data on Covid-19 cases from March 2 to April 2020. 

Additionally, the depreciation of the Rupiah 

concerning the US dollar increased by 0.02 percent 

due to these developments (Haryanto, 2020). So one 

US dollar is presently worth around IDR 15,000 at the 

current exchange rate. It demonstrated the growing 

disparity between now and 1946 when one USD was 

equal to one IDR. 

A significant portion of the Rupiah's depreciation 

versus the US dollar is increasingly attributed to digital 

or electronic currencies rather than tiny pieces of paper 

used as money in the traditional sense. Yuval Noah 

Harari, a history professor at the Hebrew University of 
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Israel's Department of History, made this claim in a 

recent interview. According to him, coins and paper 

money are becoming increasingly scarce forms of 

money. Thus, whereas the entire quantity of money in 

the world is around $60 trillion, the total number of 

coins and banknotes is less than $6 trillion in total. On 

the other hand, computer systems hold more than $50 

trillion in accounts, accounting for more than 90 

percent of all money in existence today. In a similar 

vein, commercial transactions are carried out by 

transferring electronic data from one computer file to 

another rather than through the exchange of actual 

money [3]. 

As many paper money changes into electronic 

money, the existence of ancient coins can be 

increasingly ignored by the current generation. They 

do not think of these ancient coins as a source of 

historical writing. Muhammad Atho Mudzhar, the 

head of research and development and education and 

training of the Ministry of Religion (2001-2010), 

stated that the history of the entry and development of 

Islam from Arabia to the archipelago, specifically in a 

numismatic perspective (the science of money) had 

not been made yet. The idea of this Professor of UIN 

Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta can be realized in 

connection with the findings of Ery Soedewo 

(researcher of the Archeology Center of North 

Sumatra) and Ichwan Azhari (History of the State 

University of Medan) with their team in the form of 

ancient coins with Islamic Arabic inscriptions from the 

8th century in North Sumatra. 

Ancient coins inscribed with Islamic Arabic from 

the 8th century in North Sumatra, which Ery Soedewo 

and his team discovered, are considered as one of the 

initial data for this research and which were only seen 

through photographs, can be one of the factors 

contributing to inaccuracies in reading the inscriptions 

and symbols on these coins. Thus, this present research 

focuses on the numismatic study.  

The numismatic study is what is behind the coins, 

through its description to the following history [9]. 

Bates even argues that the design of coins reflects the 

cultural tradition rather than society's attitudes [10]. 

For example, coins in Islam have represented the 

significance of the Islamic political system since the 

beginning [11]. Further, coins even stand for political 

legitimation and state power [12]. Moreover, in 

Middle Ages, the government implicitly asserted the 

propaganda through coins since they stood for a 

symbol of legitimacy [13]. Thus, the function of the 

coin is conserving sacred institutions and becoming 

administrative and fiscal media [14]. 

In this present research, the researchers look at the 

significance of some of these coins' inscriptions or 

symbols by looking at them directly to be understood 

more fully. The researcher compares these coins with 

comparable coins and their descriptions, either directly 

found in physical form or the form of pictures found 

in other areas. It is necessary to compare them with 

similar coins and their descriptions.   

2. METHOD 

This study is conducted within qualitative research 

techniques, with a numismatic approach as a starting 

point, and is preliminary. As a preliminary study, this 

research generates heuristic data, which is the first 

stage of the historical writing method [5]. As a result, 

to gather primary data, it is necessary to investigate old 

Arabic coins from pre- and early-Islamic eras in 

Indonesia using information from museums, other 

organizations, historians, archaeologists, and coin 

collectors, among other sources. The coin collectors 

who provided the information for this study were 

located in three locations: (1) North Sumatra, (2) 

South Sumatra, and (3) Central Java. The coins and 

their descriptions are then checked with secondary 

data, found in the form of photographs of comparable 

ancient coins from museums or collectors in Indonesia 

or elsewhere and in publications or on the internet to 

determine their authenticity. 

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Findings 

To uncover ancient coins from Arabia in the 

archipelago so that they can be identified in this initial 

study, the Center for Research and Development for 

Literature, Religious Treasures, and Organizational 

Management of The Research and Development and 

Training Agency of The Ministry of Religion 

(Puslitbang LKKMO Badan Litbang dan Diklat 

Kementerian Agama) team started by conducting a 

Focus Group Discussion (FGD) on August 6, 2020, in 

Medan, North Sumatra. Safaruddin Barus from the 

Medan Money Museum and presentations from two 

speakers, namely Ery Soedewo (Researcher from the 

Medan Archaeological Center) and Ichwan Azhari 

(Historian of the State University of Medan), gave this 

event an introduction by Safaruddin Barus from the 

Medan Money Museum and presentations from two 

speakers, namely Ery Soedewo (Researcher from the 

Medan Archaeological Center) and Ichwan Azhari 

(Historian of State University of Medan). 

Regarding the preliminary findings and 

preliminary discussions, Ery Soedewo gave a 
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presentation titled "Coins of the Islamic State in North 

Sumatra: Recent Evidence of Interaction of 

Archipelago Civilization with the Center for World 

Islamic Civilization in the VIII M – XI M centuries" 

(Coins of the Islamic State in North Sumatra: Recent 

Evidence of Interaction of Archipelago Civilization 

with the Center for World Islamic Civilization in the 

VIII M – XI. According to him, the coins were 

discovered in a quarry near Sibolga at a depth of 

around 5 (five) meters below the ground's surface. 

Also discussed were the findings of his team's reading, 

one of which was Nur Ahmad's reading of ancient 

coins discovered at the site, as seen in the 

accompanying photographs. 

 

Figure 1 Daulah Abbasiyyah coin 143 H 

 

Figure 2 Daulah Abbasiyyah coin 147 H 

 

Figure 3 Daulah Abbasiyyah coin 149 H 

 

Figure 4 Daulah Abbasiyyah coin 154 H 

 

Figure 5 Daulah Abbasiyyah coin 166 H 

 

Figure 6 Daulah Abbasiyyah coin 195 H 

 

Figure 7 Daulah Abbasiyyah coin 204 H 

 

Figure 8 Daulah Abbasiyyah coin 394 H 
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Figure 9 dirhams in the collection of Money Museum 

in Nort Sumatera 

In Sibolga, three dirhams are still being kept in a 

safe near the excavation site. The remaining five 

pieces are exhibited at the North Sumatra Money 

Museum's display case, as shown in the accompanying 

photo. The museum is open to the public. 

Another focal person at the Forum Group 

Discussion, Ichwan Azhari, also presented tentative 

findings on coins from the Umayyad and Abbasid 

periods obtained from residents in Central Tapanuli. 

These three dirham coins are stored in the Al-Quran 

History Museum, as seen in the Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10 three dirhams collection found in Central 

Tapanuli 

The descriptions of the three coins by Ichwan 

Azhari and his team are shown in Figure 11-16. 

 

Figure 11. Coin found in Central Tapanuli 1a 

The inner circle of the coin has surat al-Ikhlas: 

“Allahu Ahad, Allahu Shomad, Lam yalid walam 

yulad, walam yakun lahu kufuwan ahad”. The outer 

circle of the coin is written: “Muhammad Rosulullah, 

arsalahu bil huda wa dini al-haqqi liyudhirohu’ala ad-

diini kullihi” (taken from Quran Chapter al-Taubah : 

33). Size: (weight 2,21 gram, diameter 25,99 mm), 

collection of Museum Sejarah al-Qur’an, North 

Sumatra, found in Pelabuhan Kuno City, Badiri 

District, in April 2020. 

 

Figure 12 coin found in Central Tapanuli 1b 

The inner circle is written: “Laa ilaha Illallahu 

wahdahu la syarikalahu” (means: “There is no god but 

Allah, The Only One and there is no partner for Him”). 

The outer circle is written: “Bismillah, Dhuriba ad-

dirham bil basrah fi tis’atin wa sab’una (sic.) 

sanatan”(meaning: “in the name of Allah, this dirham 

is made in Basrah in 79 H). Size: (weight 2,21 gram, 

diameter 25,99 mm), collection of Museum Sejarah al-

Qur’an, North Sumatra, found in Pelabuhan Kuno 

City, Badiri District, in April 2020 

 

Figure 13 coin found in Central Tapanuli 2a 

The inner circle is written: “Laa ilaha Illallah, 

wahdahu laa syarikalahu” (means: “no gods but 

Him”). The outer circle is written: “Bismillah, Dhuriba 

hadza ad-dirham sanah sab’a wa tis’una miatan” 

(meaning: “in the name of Allah, this dirham is in 197 

H). Size: (weight 2,50 gram, diameter 24,93 mm), 

collection of Museum Sejarah al-Qur’an, North 

Sumatra, found in Pelabuhan Kuno City, Badiri 

District, in April 2020 
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Figure 14 coin found in Central Tapanuli 2b 

The inner circle is written: “Laa ilaha Illallah, 

Dzuirisatin (sic.)”. The outer circle is written: 

“Muhammad Rosulullah, arsalahu bil-huda wa dinil 

Haqqi liyudhirohu ‘ala ad-dini kullihi walau karihal 

musyrikun. Size : (weight 2,50 gram, diameter 24,93 

mm), collection of milik Museum Sejarah al-Qur’an, 

North Sumatra, found in Pelabuhan Kuno City, Badiri 

District, in April 2020. 

 

Figure 15 coin found in Central Tapanuli 3a 

The inner circle is written: “Laa ilaha Illallah, 

Dzuriyasatain”. The outer circle is written: 

“Muhammad Rosulullah, arsalahu bi al-huda wadinil 

Haqqi liyudhirohu ‘alad-dini kullihi walau karihal 

musyrikun. Size : (weight 2,50 gram, diameter 24,93 

mm), collection of milik Museum Sejarah al-Qur’an, 

North Sumatra, found in Pelabuhan Kuno City, Badiri 

District, in April 2020. 

 

Figure 16 coin found in Central Tapanuli 3b 

The inner circle is written: “Ali, Muhammad Rosul 

Allah, Shollallahu ‘alahi wasallam....... (the fourth and 

fifth lines are not clear and cannot be read, however 

the coin with “Ali” is usually back to Fatimiyah 

Caliphate”. Size : (weight 2,50 gram, diameter 24,93 

mm), collection of Museum Sejarah al-Qur’an, North 

Sumatra, found in Pelabuhan Kuno City, Badiri 

District, in April 2020. 

 

Figure 17 Dirhams from Sasanic found in Sumatera 

Besides discovering Arabic coins with the Arabic 

alphabet from the Umayyad and Abbasid periods, 

which lasted from the 7th to the 10th century, coins 

from Persia were discovered in North Sumatra, where 

they were housed in the Sumatra Money Museum 

window, as seen in the accompanying image. 

The Puslitbang LKKMO Research Team 

conducted explorations to North Sumatra and six other 

provinces; South Sumatra, Banten, Jakarta, West Java, 

Central Java, and South Sulawesi, to determine 

whether ancient coins from Arabia are also found in 

other places. In addition, the research team also 

conducted explorations to find the transformation to 

local Arabic script coins from the sultanate of the 

Archipelago. This investigation yielded information 

that Arab coins discovered in North Sumatra were also 

circulated to Jakarta, where they were housed at the 

Fadli Zon Library, and Central Java, where they were 

housed at the Sultanate Institute, Solo, Central Java. 

The coins at these two institutions are currently being 

investigated, particularly inscription. 

This exploration also yielded information about 

ancient Arabian coins discovered in the Musi River in 

Palembang, South Sumatra, a result of the exploration. 

However, researchers from other universities have 

never looked into the currency, according to one 

collector who goes by the name of Wakjaya. Listed 

below are some photographs of the coins. 

 

Figure 18 Arabic Coin found in Palembang 

A monotheistic sentence "Lā Ilāha Illā Allāh" appears 

on this dirham coin. The title ذوالرياستين (Żū al-
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riyāsatain) was given to the prime ministers of the 

Abbasid Caliphate Government's first generation 

(132-232 H/750-846 AD). Al-Faḍl bin Sahl, Prime 

Minister of Al-Ma'mun, is one of them [1]. 

 

3.2. Discussion 

Silver coins discovered in North and South 

Sumatra date from the 7th to 10th centuries AD and 

were brought from Arabia. The coins contained Arabic 

inscriptions such lā ilāha illā Allāh, bismillāh, and 

other Quranic passages imposed by the Umayyad and 

Abbasid Caliphate. During the reign of Khusraw II in 

the seventh century, coins with Persian emblems 

spread throughout Arabia [6]. Because of the position 

of the seaports, residents of the archipelago have been 

in contact with the Arabs since the fourth century AD. 

An archaeologist from the Bandung Archaeological 

Center, Lutfi Yondri, discovered seven bones from 

people who support megalithic civilization at the 

Bawahparit site in Kototinggi Limapuluhkoto 

Regency, West Sumatra. According to him, it is one of 

the cemetery sites in Indonesia that dates from two 

cultural periods [8]. Both are in the process of 

transitioning from pre-Islamic burial rituals to Islamic 

burial norms [8]. Yonder indicated that the results of 

these bones correlated with Buya Hamka's notion of 

Islam's advent in the archipelago beginning in the first 

century of Hegira (seventh century AD). It is based on 

a textual source from China and a reading of the 

Chinese calendar system (interview on September 6, 

2020). Buya Hamka's notion also correlated with al-

Faruqi's notion about the map on Arab overseas trade 

to Archipelago in I/622 [2], and Michael Flecher's 

research on Belitung Wreck site comes from the eighth 

century AD. This site is estimated there was a ship 

from Arabia [7]. 

 

 

Figure 19 Map on Arab Overseas Trade to 

Archipelago in I/622 [2] 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Ancient coins found in Indonesia especially found and 

stored in the North Sumatra Money Museum, The 

Museum of Quranic History in Medan, and 

Palembang, South Sumatra, indicate that Islamic 

spread in Indonesia is an impact worldwide trading 

done by Islamic traders. Moreover, through the coins, 

tauhid Islamic teaching is also reflected. 
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